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Abstract- to keep password users from creating simple and common passwords, major websites and applications 

provide a password-strength measure, namely a password checker. While critical requirements for a password 

checker to be stringent have prevailed in the study of password security, we show that regardless of the stringency, 

such static checkers can leak information and actually help the adversary enhance the performance of their attacks. 

To address this weakness, we propose and devise the Dynamic Password Policy Generator, namely DPPG, to be an 

effective and usable alternative to the existing password strength checker. DPPG aims to enforce an evenly-

distributed password space and generate dynamic policies for users to create passwords that are diverse and that 

contribute to the overall security of the password database. Since DPPG is modular and can function with different 

underlying metrics for policy generation, we further introduce a diversity-based password security metric that 

evaluates the security of a password database in terms of password space and distribution. The metric is useful as a 

countermeasure to well-crafted offline cracking algorithms and theoretically illustrates why DPPG works well.  
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1. INTRODUCTION   

TEXT-BASED passwords have been used widely in 

both online and offline applications for decades. 

Since passwords are personal and portable, they are 

not likely to be replaced in the foreseeable future 

[1]. However, the phenomenon that people choose 

simple passwords and reuse common passwords [2] 

has raised great security concerns as such 

passwords are vulnerable to offline cracking attacks. 

To make things worse, a number of password leak 

incidents [3]– [6] have happened recently and 

frequently. Large datasets of leaked passwords can 

greatly enhance attackers’ capability in conducting 

training-based password attacks, thus posing 

significant threats on password security. On the 

other hand, the password strength checker itself can 

be a vulnerability, which has not been studied in 

previous research. By defining a set of password 

creation policies and showing users password 

strength scores, password checkers can exert a 

strong bias on password characteristics, especially 

when the policies and scoring  

The most direct and pervasive protective 

mechanism used by major websites and applications 

is the password strength checker [7], which 

evaluates the strength of passwords proactively 

during user registration. While the goal is to guide 

users to create strong passwords, in previous work 

[8]–[10], the lack of accuracy and consistency in the 

strength feedback has been widely observed and 

examined. That is, existing checkers do not 

demonstrate effective or uniform characterization 

of strong passwords. Furthermore, the space for the 

rules and policies of the checkers to be stringent is 

very limited as researchers have shown that the 

complexity of a password is a trade-off with the 

usability [11] .  

2 COMMERCIAL PASSWORD CHECK 

Traditional password policies have become 

less popular as the more user-friendly password 

strength checkers become widely adopted by major 

websites and software. The main reason is that good 

password policies can easily be too stringent to use, 

while password strength checkers push users to 

create “strong” passwords subtly. However, most of 

the existing research only evaluates the 

effectiveness and helpfulness of the password 

strength checkers.  

   

A .Datasets, Checkers, and Crackers   

Table I lists the 5 datasets that add up to 

around 81 million passwords. The datasets are 

leaked from several incidents [13], [14] where 

attackers acquire passwords by online attacking 

techniques. Although the password data were 
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leaked illegally, it has been once made publicly 

available and used widely  

  

Fig 1: Attack-based Evaluation Model  

  

In password research for benevolent purposes. In 

our study, we use the passwords for research only 

without attempting to verify them. To obtain a 

collection of usable password strength checkers and 

cracking algorithms, we conduct our experiments 

with PARS [10]. Due to the space limitation, we only 

present two checkers listed in Table II. Other 

checkers showing consistent results are available on 

[15]. Bloomberg is a popular English business and 

news forum and QQ is a well-known Chinese portal 

providing numerous web services. According to 

evaluations in [10], [12], they provide relatively 

accurate and consistent feedback to users. There 

are 4 levels of password strength in both password 

checkers to make them comparable, and the highest 

rating is “strong” in common.   

We use three state-of-the-art password 

cracking algorithms, JtR (John the Ripper-Markov) 

[16], OMEN (Ordered Markov ENumerator) [17], and 

PCFG 

(Proba

bilistic 

Contex

t-free 

Gram

mar) 

[18], 

which 

have 

relativ

ely 

optim

al 

perfor

mance 

in 

passw

ord 

cracki

ng as 

shown 

consist

ently in previous research literature. B. Threat 

Model:   

Take Your Checker, Crack Your Passwords From an 

attacker’s perspective, we evaluate quantitatively 

how existing commercial password checkers can be 

used to enhance offline password attacks. We are 

particularly interested in the pool of “strong” 

passwords because intuitively users trust the 

strength feedback and create passwords that have 

better ratings. In our threat model, we assume an 

attacker aims to crack a target set of password 

hashes leaked from a website which uses a 

password strength checker. This means that the 

hashed passwords can have different strength 

ratings 1 . We also assume the attacker has access 

to the checker and obtained another dataset of 

plain text passwords leaked from other websites as 

prior knowledge, which is used to train the 

password crackers. Since the attacker does not 

know the correlation between the plain text and the 

hashed passwords, a straightforward  

  

  

  

 

  

Fig. 2. Intra-site Password Cracking (Bloomberg and QQ Password Checkers).  
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3  DYNAMIC PASSWORD POLICY GENERATOR   

  

 One could argue that a potential solution to the 

password checker limitations is to have better 

web technologies to hide the policies and 

detect malignant password strength querying. 

However, it can result in delay in strength 

feedback and high falsepositive rates in 

detection. Further, it does not resolve the 

fundamental bias in password distribution. 

Therefore, we take another approach to the 

problem and explore the feasibility of providing 

dynamic password policies to users. Considering 

usability, rather than forcing all users to create 

extremely complex passwords, we focus on the 

overall strength of the.  

  

  

  

  

                          TABLE IV   

PASSWORD POLICY REQUIREMENT TYPES.  

A.Overview  

   DPPG  is  a  diversity-based  and 

database-aware application that generates 

password creation policies dynamically for the 

users. Instead of purely focusing on the complexity 

of candidate passwords, DPPG enforces  a 

 baseline  complexity  on  the 

passwords (e.g., more than 6 characters long) to 

protect them from simple attacks, e.g., dictionary, 

brute-forcing. However, more focus is put on 

protecting the password distribution within a 

database by preventing aggregation of similar 

passwords that form a characteristically biased 

distribution.   

B. Two Modes: Explore and Exploit   

In order to intelligently generate password 

policies based on the current password distribution, 

DPPG maintains a global characteristics frequency 

map and a history of generated password policies3 

that can approximate the current password 

distribution. There are two modes for DPPG to 

expand the usable password space and balance the 

password distribution. The exploration mode mainly 

aims to expand the password space by actively 

introducing new characteristics 3No plain text 

passwords are stored.   

  

Fig. 3. Dynamic Password Policy Generator  

As shown in examples below.   

Include the character(s): ‘v’, ‘Z’   

Avoid the character(s): a, s, e  

Use the structure: LLLLLUUS  

Number of characters: 8 to 12 (inclusively) Number 

of character types: 4  

Number of alternations: 3 to 4 (inclusively)  

Include the character(s): ‘?’, ‘U’, ‘)  CONCLUSION   

  

In this paper, we study the password space 

and distribution to understand password dataset 

security better. Due to the limitation of existing 

strength measuring mechanisms, we propose a new 

and usable alternative based on an effective 

diversity metric to better protect passwords from 

offline cracking attacks. We start by identifying 

issues with the existing commercial password 

strength checkers and evaluate them from the 

Type   Description   

Length  
Composition  

  
Alternation  

  
Good Chars  
Bad Chars  
Structure  

use a range of password length use 

a number of different character 

types  
 use a number of character type  
transitions  
 include specific characters 

exclude specific characters 

use a specific structure  
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adversarial perspective. While previous work has 

analyzed the consistency and accuracy of the 

checkers, much effort has not been spent on their 

limitations of biasing and leaking password 

distributions to the adversary. Through our 

evaluation, we find that password strength checkers 

are effective in helping attackers mount more 

powerful attacks. The reason is that password 

strength checkers rely on static scoring policies that 

exert bias on the password distribution. The 

checkers can be leveraged by the attackers easily to 

select training data that are similar to the target 

passwords.  
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